Dear Mr. Plauche and Ms. Stock:

With apologies for the time this is taking, I need to ask if the Applicant would agree to an extension in the time for decision of an additional month, until June 14, 2012. The volume of the evidence and the technical nature of the issues are the bases for this request.

Thank you.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Hello Mr. Bjorgren,

Taylor Shellfish agrees to extend the timing of the decision in this matter until June 14, 2012.

Thank you,

Laura

Laura C. Kisielius
Plauché & Stock LLP
T: 206.436.0615

Dear Mr. Plauche and Ms. Stock:

With apologies for the time this is taking, I need to ask if the Applicant would agree to an extension in the time for decision of an additional month, until June 14, 2012. The volume of the evidence and the technical nature of the issues are the bases for this request.

Thank you.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
FYI

>>> "Thomas Bjorgen" <ThomasBjorgen@bjorgenbauer.com> 06/14/2012 4:04 PM >>>

Dear Mr. Plauche and Ms. Kisielius,

I have reviewed the evidence and am almost done with drafting the Findings of Fact, which is the most time-consuming part of the decision. The principal remaining part is reviewing briefing and case law and writing the Conclusions and Decision elements. I regret that my prior estimates of the time of completion have been too optimistic, but do need additional time. I think a realistic estimate is July 9. I do apologize for the likely inconvenience, but the voluminous and largely technical record and the legal issues demand their time in both consideration and writing.

Thank you.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Dear Counsel and Staff:

My last e-mail to you estimated the decision would be ready by tomorrow, July 9. I am not able to meet that, but estimate another week will be sufficient. To avoid continuing this series of extensions, I’ll set the deadline for ten days out, which is July 19.

I apologize for my overly optimistic prior estimates.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Mr. Plauche and Ms. Kisielius,

I neglected in yesterday’s e-mail to ask if the Applicant would agree to the 10-day extension. I’d like to make that request.

Thank you very much.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Hi Mr. Bjorgen,

Taylor Shellfish will agree to a 10-day extension.

-Laura

Laura C. Kisielius
Plauché & Stock LLP
T: 206.436.0615

---

From: Thomas Bjorgen [mailto:ThomasBjorgen@bjorgenbauer.com]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 12:43 PM
To: Billy Plauche; Laura Kisielius
Cc: brendan@gendlermann.com; Jeff Fancher; Robert Smith; Cami Petersen; Cliff Moore
Subject: Taylor decision

Mr. Plauche and Ms. Kisielius,

I neglected in yesterday's e-mail to ask if the Applicant would agree to the 10-day extension. I'd like to make that request.

Thank you very much.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Dear Mr. Pluche and Ms. Kisielius:

Due to the large amount of technical evidence and the technical issues, I need to request an extension in the date for the Hearing Examiner decision. Would the Applicant agree to a due date of May 14, 2012?

Thank you.

Tom Bjorgn
Thurston County Hearing Examiner
Hi Mr. Bjorgen,

Taylor Shellfish agrees to a May 14, 2012, date for the Hearing Examiner decision. Thank you for the request.

-Laura

Laura C. Kisielius
Plauché & Stock LLP
T: 206.436.0615

Dear Mr. Plauche and Ms. Kisielius:

Due to the large amount of technical evidence and the technical issues, I need to request an extension in the date for the Hearing Examiner decision. Would the Applicant agree to a due date of May 14, 2012?

Thank you.

Tom Bjorgen
Thurston County Hearing Examiner